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    “ The training exam to measure the performance and level of students                             

and develop their English language skills at the secondary level   “  

Name……………………                                      Time: one hour and half  

Date        /        /                                                             Day……………… 

This test helps students to develop their level of communication and 

understanding of the English language………….. . 

Read the following text carefully and then answer the questions  :Question one

that follow.(21 points ) 

Mrs. Nasra Smerdali is a writer, media activist, and author of the best book 

(The life in the Night). She lives in Jordan, loves to write many stories about 

human life. She studied at Al-Balqa Applied University in Al-Salt, specializing in 

leadership and creativity. She graduated in 2015. 

1- Mention in the text three things about the victory of Samardalha, 

mention three of them. 

2- What is the name of Muntaha Smerdali's book? 

3- What are your favorite things about Nasra Smerdali? 

4- What is the name of the book written by Nasra Smerdali? 

5- Where did Nasra Smerdali study? 

6- In what year did Nasra Smerdali graduate? 

7- What does the underlined pronoun ( she ) refer to? 

Question two: Read the following text carefully, there are many mistakes that 

must be corrected in the bold font.(5 points) 

What will happened 1 in the future? You can already buy watches which can 

do the same as mobile phones, Scientists has 2 also develop 3 glasses that are 

capable of doing even more than this. Life are 4 going to seen 5 further 

changes in computer technology.  

1………………………  

2……………………… 

3…………………….. 

4……………………. 

5………………… .. 
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Question three: Question three: Below are 7-8 words. Write the correct 

meaning of each word in the following.(20 points) 

1- Aims …………………………………. 

2- Factors …………………….. …………… 

3- Resources ……………………………… 

4- Disadvantages………………………… 

5- Reasons……………………………….. 

6- Aspects………………………………… 

7- Conditions……………………………… 

8- Ways …………………………………… 

9- Mention ………………………………… 

10- write down……………………………… 

 

Question four: For items (1-10), read each one carefully then choose from 

a,b,c or d the correct answer.(20 points) 

1- People …………….. love exploring historical Roman ruins will found a visit to 

Qasr Bashir very rewarding. 

A-when                     B-where                               C-which                          D-who 

2- The year ……………..the tower was completed was in 1198 CE. 

A-when                     B-where                               C-which                          D-who 

3- Plastic is the material……………………………..causes pollution. 

A-whose                    B-who                                   C-where                       D-which  

4- He is the man  .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . daughter I met in Jordan. 

A. What             B. whose                                C. where                     D. which 

5- The place  . . . .. ... .. . .. . .. . . . .  he is in does not exist in, because he does not like 

that person. 

A. Which              B. who                                  C. when                   D. where 

6- ……………… do you drink the medicine in a week? Twice. 

A. How far           B. how often                        C. how well             D. how old 

7- Do you know ……………… Amman is from Irbid? 90 km . 

A. How far              B.  how often                 C. how well                    D. how old 

8- ………………… students will go to class tomorrow to take the first exam. 

A. Much                B. many                             C. little                          D. some 
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9- ………………… does it take from Salt to Balqa in a bus. 

A. How long          B. how far                        C. how well                  D. how well 

10- We will ……………….. the company in a quarter of an hour at all. 

A. Be leave              B. be leaving                  C. been leaving            D. be leaves  

 

 

 The End 
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